
        11: Compact Sets



Compactsets are the next best thing to be finite.

Definition
-

· An open cover of E in X
is a collection of open sets 9Ga3
whese union "covers"(contains) E

· A subcover of [Ga] is a sub collection [Gar]
that still covers E.

Ex."has cover [Un3Es where U=(, I-a)

Also Sc0,2)].
SWx3 where Wx=NICY

x= [t, 1].

&Given cover, do we need all the sets to still cover?

SVn3Es has subcover 5Vn34=12
[Wx3 - SWix, Ws, Wis. mio, W3 Ia

finite subser.

Ex [0,17 in R
has cover by SVn3r9Wo, W,3
A finite subcover is [Wo, WI,V,3.



Hef:Say a set K is compact(in X).
ifany open cover of K contains a finite subcover.

j/So I not compactifI open cover of K thathas no
finite subcover

Warning:No saying "there's a finite cover".

Ex:(I, 1) is not compact (see 9Vn3).

Iin IR is not compact.
EX: [0,17 may

be compact butI'd need to check by open cover.

Ihm:Finite sets are open.
ppts. Consider an open cover 5Gd3 covering X...., XN.

F Xi, choose one
Ga:that contains Xi,

Then [Ga:?=, covers the setH.

I Compact set are bounded.
(Define a set K is bounded if KCN(X) for some XeX, VEIR)

cpt. Let K be a compact set.
Let B(x) =N,(x). [B(x)3xcK is an open cover of K.

By compactness, I finite subcover [B(Xi)3
Let R =m,*[d(Xi, Xil] this max exists since set[X,.., xmi is finite.

Then NRte(X1) contains all K#



fI open in
IR

I

notopen in RR2

"RELATIVE "OPEN SETS.

If X a x metric, then 4 "inheritsmetric from X.

Def:A seti is open in 4 (relative to x)

If every ptof it is an interior ptof le

Itm:EcX

E open in Y > E =YG for some G
open in X.

proof idea:(F). Use "if Nr(x) <G, then NrCX) nY is nbhd of X =Y, xGE.

:=> ) Every pt xhas Ar(X) c YrE.

Then xFENr(x) in X is open, called G #.


